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 Just adjust the settings, drag and drop your photos to the canvas, and your photo collage is ready. The more collage layers you add, the more features you can have: backgrounds, frames, text, clipart, stickers, different fonts, animation, video, music and more. Just find and import photos from Facebook, Instagram, Flickr, Google+ or your local network. 1.9 MB Time Lapse Turn your photos into time-
lapse videos with this simple time-lapse app. Drag and drop your photos to your timeline, and adjust the amount of frames. Tap for the final result. 6.0 MB Music Player Have you ever wondered how Spotify and SoundCloud work? Now you can, with this simple app. Drag and drop your tracks to your timeline, and adjust the volume, playback speed, and playback mode. Tap for the final result. 6.1

MB Photo Collage Maker Let's start by saying this app can do a lot. But for now, it's time to introduce the most simple part of this app. Drag and drop photos to your timeline, adjust the settings, and save your collage. In a world full of stunning photos, the camera app gets forgotten. This simple app will make sure your photos have never looked better. It automatically optimizes all your photos,
adjusting brightness, contrast and saturation for the best result. Adjust your photos to all the colors of the rainbow and make them stand out with this cool image editor app. Just adjust the photo, save and share with your friends. It's that easy. What if you could create your own soundtrack? Now you can, with this simple app. Drag and drop your audio clips to your timeline, adjust the volume, and save

it with your photos. You can add a variety of animations to your photo collages. From bubbles to birds and everything in between, this app is the next best thing to magic. Change the background of a photo with one click. Cut out or copy people, animals, cars and backgrounds into other photos and create new photo collages. Just adjust the settings, drag and drop your photos to the canvas, and your
photo collage is ready. The more collage layers you add, the more features you can have: backgrounds, frames, text, clipart, stickers, different fonts, animation, video, music and more. Just find and import photos f3e1b3768c
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